
Monkey king  

By Han Wang  

Introduction: 

Monkey king is a mythology character, when I was young, I always watched him on TV.  I knew  

him to Chinese as Xi You Ji. 

Description of creature: 

Monkey king absorbed the essence of the sun, and was born in stone, and the stone is from 

Chinese Zeus. And he in order to find the way of immortality, and he learned the seventy-two 

changes. 

History: 

 Because of Monkey king make trouble in heaven, like to eating flat peach and changes of life 

and death book, and he was damned and was forced to take care of the horse.  But he still 1

disturbances in heaven, and he was crushed by the Ru Lai for five hundred years.  When Tang 2

Seng walks by the Wu Xing mountain, he saved monkey king and collected monkey king as a 

disciple, and went to the west to collect the scriptures together. Along the way, Tang Seng 

received other two disciples, one is Zhu Ba Jie, another is Sha Seng.  Monkey king had all the 3

way to protect Tang Seng, and finally they obtain buddhist scripture.  

Important to culture: 
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Monkey king reflected the present situation in ancient China, which represented the people's 

desire to resist cruelty but could not change the reality. And China have four famous, people call 

them China's four greatest master pieces: Xi You Ji (Journey to the west), Shui Hu (The water 

margins), Hong Lou Meng (Dream of the red mansion)and San Guo (Romance of three 

kingdoms).  Monkey king is in the Xi You Ji.  4
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